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What is e-Claims?
e-Claim is a web-based claims management system where an employee can manage claims / advance and submit claims
online . This solution is fully configurable and is specifically targeted at organisations that wish to have their own online claim
and advance application equipped with automatic verification and the related workflow and processes.
It covers comprehensive details of online advance & claim, thus eliminates hassles of traditional advance & claim process,
saves time and offers better competition with paperless working environment.

Who is it for?

Why use e-Claims?
e-Claim system is best suited for government agencies for its uniform
functionality. This is because the system is developed in compliance with the
policies, regulations, terms and rates set out in the circular used by all
government agencies.
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Parameterization & modular enables quick configuration
The e-Claims system is also a foolproof system because every phase of the
application will be automatically rejected if it does not meet the requirements
/ conditions. Based on this capability, it has reduced the waste of human
resources and made it more intelligent and efficient.

How e-Claims benefits you?
The e-Claims system is developed on a web based basis and is applied online real time (Real Time Online) for all validation
process. The development of this system uses the 'Open Source Platform' which is in line with the development of ICT by
MAMPU. The use of this 'Open Source Platform' can save on development costs in terms of licensing of database ownership.
The system is also flexible for enhancement work.

e-Claims modules
Local
Local Travelling Claim
Local Miscellaneous Claim
Local Medical Claim
Local Dental Claim
Local Transfer Claim
House Moving Claim
Lecture Claim
Part Time Lecturer Claim
Milleage Claim

Overseas
Overseas
Overseas
Overseas
Overseas
Overseas

Advance
Travelling Claim
Miscellaneous Claim
Dental Claim
Medical Claim
Transfer Claim

Local Travelling Advance
Local Miscellaneous Advance
Local Transfer Advance
Local Entertainment Advance
Overseas Travelling Advance
Overseas Miscellaneous Advance
Overseas Transfer Advance
Overseas Entertainment Advance

Our e-Claims Clients :

Century Software (M) Sdn Bhd was incorporated in 1997 and provides state-of-the-art
financial management and business solutions to government agencies. Our system has won
accolades from the Malaysian government for the implementation of the Standard
Accounting System for Government Agencies (SAGA) – which makes us the country’s leading
government financial solutions provider.
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